
Unveiling the Hidden World of Early Rock 'n'
Roll Fake Books: A Comprehensive Guide to
Authenticity, Rarities, and Musical
Significance
In the dynamic and ever-evolving landscape of popular music, few artifacts
hold as much allure and intrigue as early rock 'n' roll fake books. These
unassuming publications, often dismissed as mere collections of simplified
sheet music, conceal a rich and fascinating history that intertwines with the
very fabric of American popular culture.

The Birth of a Musical Phenomenon

The origins of fake books can be traced back to the early 20th century,
when musicians began compiling handwritten collections of popular tunes
for their own use. These informal anthologies provided a convenient way to
share music and facilitate group performances in an era when sheet music
was expensive and not always readily available.
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In the 1950s, as rock 'n' roll surged in popularity, the market for fake books
exploded. Publishers capitalized on the demand for sheet music by issuing
numerous unauthorized collections featuring the latest hits by artists such
as Elvis Presley, Chuck Berry, and Little Richard. These publications, often
produced with little regard for accuracy or copyright laws, quickly became
ubiquitous in music stores and at jam sessions across the country.

Identifying Authentic Editions

Given the proliferation of fake books during this period, collectors and
enthusiasts face a significant challenge: distinguishing authentic editions
from reprints and unauthorized reproductions. Several telltale signs can
help in this endeavor:

Cover Art: Original fake books often featured striking and distinctive
cover art, often featuring cartoonish or stylized depictions of rock 'n' roll
icons.

Publication Information: Reputable publishers such as Hal Leonard,
MCA, and Warner Bros. produced many of the most sought-after fake
books. Checking the publication information and copyright notices can
provide valuable clues to an edition's authenticity.

Paper Quality: Early fake books were typically printed on low-quality
paper that has often yellowed or become brittle over time. Reprints, on
the other hand, may use higher-quality paper that appears brighter and
more durable.
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Musical Accuracy: Original fake books were not always known for
their accuracy, but they often contained unique arrangements and
interpretations that differed from official sheet music. Comparing the
music in a suspected reprint to a known authentic edition can help
identify discrepancies.

The Rarest and Most Valuable Editions

Among the numerous fake books published during the early rock 'n' roll era,
a select few have achieved legendary status and command high prices
among collectors. These rare and elusive editions often feature unique
cover art, limited print runs, or historical significance:

"The Rock 'n' Roll Fake Book" (1958) by Gil Evans and Bill
Mathieu: This seminal publication is considered one of the earliest and
most influential fake books, featuring arrangements by renowned jazz
arranger Gil Evans.

"The Elvis Presley Fake Book" (1958) by Hal Leonard: Dedicated
exclusively to the music of the King of Rock 'n' Roll, this rare edition is
highly sought after by Elvis fans and collectors.

"The Frank Sinatra Fake Book" (1959) by Warner Bros.: This
unauthorized publication showcases the timeless classics of the
legendary crooner and is a must-have for Sinatra enthusiasts.

The Musical Significance of Fake Books

Beyond their collectible value, early rock 'n' roll fake books played a pivotal
role in shaping the development of popular music:



Preservation of Songs: Fake books helped preserve and
disseminate popular songs before the widespread availability of
recordings. They ensured that iconic tunes could be performed and
enjoyed by musicians of all levels.

Education and Inspiration: Fake books provided a valuable resource
for aspiring musicians, allowing them to learn the chords, melodies,
and arrangements of their favorite songs.

Musical Experimentation: Fake books encouraged musicians to
experiment with different interpretations and arrangements, fostering
creativity and innovation in the early rock 'n' roll scene.

Collecting and Preserving a Musical Legacy

Today, early rock 'n' roll fake books continue to captivate collectors, music
historians, and music enthusiasts alike. Their unique combination of
historical significance, musical value, and nostalgic appeal has made them
a coveted addition to any collection.

Preserving these fragile artifacts is essential for future generations to
appreciate the rich musical tapestry of the early rock 'n' roll era. Careful
storage, handling, and occasional restoration can ensure that these
invaluable books continue to tell their stories for years to come.

Early rock 'n' roll fake books stand as a testament to the enduring power of
popular music. Their humble origins have given way to a legacy of
authenticity, rarity, and musical significance that continues to inspire and
fascinate today. By understanding the secrets of identifying authentic
editions, exploring the rarest and most valuable gems, and appreciating the



musical impact of these remarkable publications, we can preserve and
celebrate the vibrant history of rock 'n' roll.
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More Zeal Than Discretion: A Closer Look at the
Risks and Benefits of Overenthusiasm
Enthusiasm is often seen as a positive trait. It can motivate us to achieve
great things and make life more enjoyable. However, there is such a
thing as too much...
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